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The R-SeriesTM Rotomolded Lounger Family lets you relax 

and enjoy the pool without a splash. The R-Series elegant 

yet sturdy design allows pool owners to easily drain the 

water and remove from the sun shelf when not in use.

IN-POOL FURNITURE POOL LIGHTING
Mod-Lite® is an LED light that blends modular 

design with wireless power to deliver unmatched 

flexibility, convenience, safety and savings. 

SR.Smith’s advanced PowerPass® wireless 

technology allows power to flow directly to the 

wireless LED lamp module, without a physical 

connection to power; making installation faster, 

safer and more efficient. Replacing a pool light 

has never been so easy.

3 WHITES
IN 1 LIGHT 
 
Mod-Lite MultiWhite 

offers 3 distinct shades 

of white In 1 SKU

Roll. Set. Splash! DiveAway is a on-demand diving board 

system that can be poolside when you need it and stored 

away when you don’t. DiveAway is built for pool owners that 

want the fun that comes with a diving board when the kids or 

grandkids are around but prefers a simpler aesthetic when its 

just the adults. With DiveAway you get both fun and flexibilty 

all in one!

*Built for persons up to 150 lbs.

DiveAwayTM

800.824.4387 SRSMITH.COM

 R-SeriesTM

Lounger

Mod-Lite®

RGB Lamp

up to 12” Shelf Depth

8W

LEARN MORE AT 
MOD-LITE.COM

Deep Water 

Lounger

up to 15” Shelf Depth

Rocking Lounge 

Chair

up to 12” Shelf Depth

In-Pool

Table

up to 15” Shelf Depth

Our new keloXL light is the perfect fit for large 10” light 

replacements. LED technology powers performance and 

efficiency; a low profile design improves aesthetics, smoothes 

light distribution and can be retrofitted to most existing niches. 

Additionally, our polymeric construction and ultrasonically 

welded housing means no leaking and no bonding!

kelo®XL

Mod-Lite®

MultiWhiteTM

9W

Our poolLUX® Plus2 with wireless control powers 2 zones of lighting that can be 

operated independently or in unison.

(2) TRANSFORMERS IN (1) SKU = MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY
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Our luxury inspired Destination Series Rocking Lounge Chair is the 

latest addition to S.R.Smith’s RTM (Resin Transfer Molded) In-Pool 

Furniture line and is ideal for pools with smaller sunshelfs. This model 

offers a slight rocking feature that allows for easier exit off the chair 

while in the pool, as well as a more upright sitting position that makes 

sun shelf socializing a bit easier.

ROCKING LOUNGE CHAIR

COLOR OPTIONS

TANTAN
-51-51

GRAYGRAY
-52-52

PEBBLE PEBBLE 
-55-55

CAPPUCCINOCAPPUCCINO
-57 -57 

STARRY NIGHTSTARRY NIGHT
-60 -60 

SEASHELLSEASHELL
-61 -61 

MONT BLANCMONT BLANC
-54 -54 

FASHION GRAYFASHION GRAY
-56-56

AUTUMN SUNAUTUMN SUN
-58 -58 

ZONE 1

ZONE 1

ZONE 1

ZONE 2

ZONE 2

ZONE 2

COLOR OPTIONS

WHITEWHITE
-2-2

GRAY GRANITEGRAY GRANITE
-24-24

SANDSTONESANDSTONE
-23-23

TAUPETAUPE
-10-10

GRAYGRAY
-20-20

Blue Green AmberRed MagentaWhite

Color Options

Slow Fast

Light Shows

* Not compatible with poolLUX Premier

includes wheels to 
remove from pool deck 
when not in use



NEW COLORS
aXs2 and the new MultiLift2 are 

now available in these 3 colors

aXs2 MultiLift2
TAUPE SLATESLATE GREY MISTGREY MIST
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The MultiLift2 with its field reversible seating design brings 
increased performance and flexibility to our best selling flange 
mount series.  

• 81% improvement in Deck to Water Level capacity (8” to 14.5”)

• 38% increase in Minimum Setback Clearance (3.25” to 4.5”)

• 240% increase in the Maximum Setback Clearance (1.25” to 4.25”)

These improvements make the ML2 our most flexible flange    
mount lift ever.

For facilities where deck space is constrained our new Wall 

Mounted Roller fits the bill. Mounted up and out of the 

way this new roller enables the use of our energy saving 

thermal pool covers without losing deck space. And since 

the roller is automated, removing and deploying the cover 

is easy via our wireless remote control.

Additional automated options will also be available in an 

underbench design and a hidden in-deck design.

Stark Bulkheads, now part of the S.R.Smith commercial 

portfolio, has been the durability leader for decades in the 

manufacturing of monolithic composite bulkheads. The 

Stark air chamber system makes moving a bulkhead fast, 

easy and simple. 

Highly customizable, these bulkheads are the perfect fit 

for any facility looking to maximize its programming and 

competition layouts. 

THERMAL POOL COVER AUTO ROLLERS

STARK BULKHEADS

800.824.4387  |   SRSMITH.COM
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NEW!

ACCESS

Learn more about  our new products at srsmith.com/newproducts


